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Adjective - Adverb

AD011

Fill in the correct form: Adjective or Adverb

1. If anything goes _________________ , someone must be blamed. (WRONG)
2. The parliament was _________________ elected. (FREE)
3. You shouldn’t go up that ladder. It’s not _________________. (SAFE)
4. Coffee in the morning smells _________________. (FANTASTIC)
5. The western part of the US was colonized _________________ by the Spanish. (MAIN)
6. The sun was shining _________________ in the sky. (BRIGHT)
7. She likes to wear _________________ clothes when she goes out. (COLOURFUL)
8. My son was _________________ disappointed because he didn’t get the job. (BITTER)
9. Don’t be so _________________ when you leave and close the door _________________,
please (NOISY, QUIET)
10. The plane was able to land _________________ on the main runway. (SAFE)
11. Many students feel _________________ before an exam. (NERVOUS)
12. The building was _________________ destroyed by the fire. (TOTAL)
13. She _________________ recovered from her injuries. (SLOW)
14. She looked at us _________________ when she saw that the glass had been broken.
(ANGRY)
15. I haven’t seen him _________________. Do you know where he’s been (LATE).
16. Since the death of his wife he has _________________ gone out anymore. (HARD)
17. He was _________________ to have a second pair of shoes with him. (FORTUNATE)
18. _________________, he was able to climb down the roof on his own without any help.
(LUCKY)
19. You are a _________________ man having a wife like Rose. (LUCKY)
20. There’s no _________________ way to do this. It’s _________________ work. (EASY, HARD)
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1. If anything goes wrong, someone must be blamed. (WRONG)
2. The parliament was freely elected. (FREE)
3. You shouldn’t go up that ladder. It’s not safe. (SAFE)
4. Coffee in the morning smells fantastic. (FANTASTIC)
5. The western part of the US was colonized mainly by the Spanish. (MAIN)
6. The sun was shining brightly in the sky. (BRIGHT)
7. She likes to wear colourful clothes when she goes out. (COLOURFUL)
8. My son was bitterly disappointed because he didn’t get the job. (BITTER)
9. Don’t be so noisy when you leave and close the door quietly, please (NOISY, QUIET)
10. The plane was able to land safely on the main runway. (SAFE)
11. Many students feel nervous before an exam. (NERVOUS)
12. The building was totally destroyed by the fire. (TOTAL)
13. She slowly recovered from her injuries. (SLOW)
14. She looked at us angrily when she saw that the glass had been broken. (ANGRY)
15. I haven’t seen him lately. Do you know where he’s been (LATE).
16. Since the death of his wife he has hardly gone out anymore. (HARD)
17. He was fortunate to have a second pair of shoes with him. (FORTUNATE)
18. Luckily, he was able to climb down the roof on his own without any help. (LUCKY)
19. You are a lucky man having a wife like Rose. (LUCKY)
20. There’s no easy way to do this. It’s hard work. (EASY, HARD)
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